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CITRA Opening Ceremony

…. and a Happy New Year

“

RECORDS AND ARCHIVES IN A GLOBAL AGE

We have just returned from the 38th CITRA in Abu Dhabi - an unforgettable event.
After an impressive opening ceremony in the Emirates Palace Hotel, with messages from the host
country, namely from Sheikh Mansoor bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Minister of Presidential Affairs and
Sheikh Abdulla bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Minister of Information and Culture, CITRA participants were
invited to celebrate the opening of the new building of the Center for Documentation and Research.
Vivid impressions of fireworks and music will remain with us for ever.
The main theme of the CITRA this year was “Records and Archives in a Global Age.”
Through the last three CITRA meetings we focused on the theme of “the Role of Archives in Society.”
Many professional discussions and studies have been directed to identify and analyze the relationship between archives and nation-states or governments. Many attempts have been made to
raise social awareness of the roles and importance of archival institutions and archivists. These
efforts culminated at the 2003 CITRA meeting in Cape Town by illustrating the potential power of
the world archival community in tackling important issues such as the protection of human rights.
After these successful achievements, I believe that the ICA is now ready to step forward
and face up to the reality of globalization and its implications for archives and the archival profession.
The word “Globalization” conveys multiple images of contemporary international society.
On its positive side, globalization is a contributing factor to the welfare and wellbeing of the international community, facilitating free, massive and high-speed flows of people, goods and services, and information across national borders. Societies at home and abroad become borderless,
which increases the volume and scope of human activities, whereby production and consumption
are stimulated. It serves as a catalyst to promote international cooperation and to strengthen
human ties through mutual understanding.
I strongly believe that the selection of “Globalization” as the main theme of the
CITRA for next three years will be very appropriate, because globalization implies universality and
ubiquity regardless of place and time. Universality and ubiquity are the basic principles to realize
social justice for all the people in the world. I hope all of you could take part in the endeavor to
meet this challenge.
The 39th CITRA will meet in Curacao, Netherland Antilles, from 20-26 November
2006 and discuss the role of records and archives professionals in preserving shared memories
across borders and systems and rendering them accessible to all.
Mitsuoki Kikuchi,

”

Vice-President of ICA,
Chairman of CITRA.
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IN BRIEF
7th European Conference on Archives
Warsaw, Poland,
18-20 May 2006
“ARCHIVIST: PROFESSION OF
THE FUTURE IN EUROPE”

Questions regarding registration (payment, accommodation, optional events)
contact: Agnieszka Kazek
conferences@gromada.pl
Questions about the
programme
contact: Anna Sydor
asydor@archiwa.gov.pl
Website:
http://www.archiwa.gov.pl

The Comintern
Archives Project Follow-up
As a follow-up to the
Comintern Archives Project :
www.cominternonline.com, the National
Archives of France, the
Bundesarchiv Deutschland
and the Swiss Federal
Archives have created
a voluntary organisation,
the “Vereinigung zur Förderung des Archivwesens”
(Association / Federation for
the Promotion of Archives),
in Germany. The president
of this association is Martine
de Boisdeffre, director
of the National Archives
of France. The goal is to
maintain contact with
the Archives of Russia and
to develop an Internet
solution with new data
and images.
To become a member of the
"Vereinigung zur Förderung
des Archivwesens", send
an Email to its secretary,
Mr. Hans-Dieter
Kreikamp, hd.kreikamp@
barch.bund.de
Contact: Jean-Marc
Comment, Swiss Federal
Archives, Vice-president,
"Vereinigung zur Förderung
des Archivwesens"
Jean-Marc.Comment@
bar.admin.ch
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DLM (Document Lifecycle Management)
Forum
Budapest, Hungary,
5-7 October 2005
The Forum was initiated by
the EU Commission in 1996
and aims at wide archival
cooperation regarding all
problems related to electronic records and their
management and longterm preservation.
This year’s Forum dealt
with information governance in the e-government
environment, standards
for interchange and preservation of digital information
as evidence and as historical
records, and the challenges
of widespread take-up by
users and the realisation of
benefits. Not only theoretical
and technical information
was given, but many interesting and valuable cases
of practical solutions were
also presented. It was
announced that PDF/A (file
format for the long-term
preservation of electronic
documents) has now
become a standard (ISO
19005-1:2005), and that
the next version of MoReq
(Model Requirements for
the management of electronic records), MoReq2,
is to be finalised in a couple
of years.
Conference papers will
be made avaiable on :
www.dlm-network.org.
See also
Website :
http://www.magyarorszag.
hu/dlmforum2005/

The proceedings of the
seminars held in Portuguese
have been published on a
CD-Rom. They are accessible
on the website of IAN/TT at
www.iantt.pt

People
New national
archivists have been
appointed in:
ALBANIA – Nevila Nika
CABO VERDE –
José Maria Almeida
CHINA, HONG KONG –
Wong Hon-Yee Christine
DOMINICA –
Renita Charles
FYROM (Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia) –
Sasho Jankulovski M.A.
GHANA –
Eugenia Adomako-Gyasi
IRAN – Ali Akbar Ashari
MAURITIUS – Pierre
Roland Chung Sam Wan
UNITED KINGDOM –
Natalie Ceeney

Erratum
The Director General of the
Archives National Center in
Burkina Faso is Mr Assane
Sawadogo and not Mr
Hippolyte Tapsoba as
announced in a previous
Flash 6 (April 2005).

In Memoriam
M. Franjo BILJAN
1924-2005
Serbia Montenegro
Executive Board 1968-1976,
CITRA President 1972-1979,
Honorary Member of ICA

Seminar in Lisbon
The 4th international seminar
of the Archives of the
Iberian tradition, the 2nd
Permanent Forum of the
Archives in the Portuguese
language, as well as the
conference of the Regional
branch of ALA (Asociación
latinoamericana de archivos), were held in Lisbon
(Portugal) at the National
Archives, Torre de Tombo
(IAN/TT), on October
24-28 2005.
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The International Council
on Archives (ICA)
is dedicated to the advancement
of archives through international
collaboration. Archives, by
providing evidence of human
activities and transactions,
underlie the rights of individuals
and states, and are fundamental
to democracy and good
governance. In pursuing
the advancement of archives, ICA
works for the protection
and enhancement of the memory
of the world.

Flash
communicates news on ICA
activities and highlights current
issues in archives. It is the
complement to the in-depth
professional reflection, reports
and debate in COMMA.

Flash is published three times
a year as a membership benefit
by ICA. Contents may be reproduced and translated in part
or in whole, provided that credit
is given. Information in this issue
of Flash was current at
the closing date for production,
2 January 2006.
Flash is looking
for contributions !
If you have a newsflash for the
archives world, send it to ICA.
The closing date for the next
issue is 15 February 2006.

Translation of Flash

Many thanks to Ken Hall who
kindly gave its time
and skills to translate and revise
articles in this issue of Flash.
Translation is assured by
volunteers alone : please think
of offering your help for just one
hour every four months !

ICA
ICA THANKS ALL WHO PROVIDED
CONTRIBUTIONS, TRANSLATIONS
AND OTHER ASSISTANCE.

60 RUE DES FRANCSBOURGEOIS,
75003 PARIS, FRANCE.

DIRECTEUR OF PUBLICATIONS :
JOAN VAN ALBADA
EDITOR :
ICA SECRETARIAT
DESIGN :
THÉRÈSE TROÏKA, FRANCE
PRINTER :
WAANDERS, THE NEDERLANDS

T: + 33 14027 6306
F: + 33 14272 2065
E: ica@ica.org
w: www.ica.org

FROM THE 2005 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
A Vice-President for ICA Marketing
and Promotion

Progress of Professional
Programme

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) approved the proposal of the Executive Board to introduce the function
of Vice-President Marketing and Promotion. Abdulla El
Reyes, the director-general of the Center for Documentation and Research in Abu Dhabi (United Arab
Emirates), president of ARBICA was unanimously
appointed.

Olafur Asgeirsson, the chair of the Programme Commission, invited members to speed up their activities
and to overcome the usual post-Congress lull in ICA
activities. He invited members to send in new project
proposals – to be processed with an interval of about
3 months.

Elected members of Executive
Board, the Audit Commission and
the CITRA Bureau installed
In a small ceremony, Nolda Römer-Kenepa, ICA’s election
officer, installed the newly elected members of ICA’s
governance and presented them with a gold pin, representing ICA’s logo. Each officer promised to serve ICA’s
interests.

Vacancies in Governance
After intense discussion, the proposal of the Executive
Board to mandate the Executive Board to start a headhunt for a Treasurer and a new Auditor was accepted.
Moncef Fakhfakh stepped down as Chair of the Audit
Commission, in order to avoid any clash of interest
with his new role as chair of the Presidential Committee for the Follow up of World Summit on the Information Society. The AGM authorized the Executive
Board to co-opt members if qualified volunteers were
able to be identified.
The AGM also decided to invite candidates to come forward for other vacancies on the Audit Commission (vicechair and 2 members) and on the CITRA-bureau (member representing Africa and the Arab region). Given the
pressure of time, it was decided that the CITRA-bureau
would be mandated to present its preferred candidate from
among candidates for appointment by the Executive
Board in its 2006 May meeting. Candidates for vacancies
on the Audit Commission would be submitted to the AGM
2006 for election.
Call for candidates for CITRA Bureau, see page 7

ISSN 1728-533X

First steps to Financial Stability
Unsurprisingly, one of the main items of discussion
at the Annual General Meeting was the necessity of
establishing a balance between ICA’s professional
aspirations and its financial means.
Those aspirations, as set at the Vienna Congress, focus on
increased professional services to all members, including
best practice and standards, teaching materials and
improved accessibility of professional resources can only
be met if an adequate budget is available. The double
currency standard of ICA, profitable for many years, turned out to be counter productive in recent years and put
the professional programme at risk. A promising start
was made to achieve the necessary reforms to achieve
financial viability for the longer term.
The AGM accepted the financial report covering 2004
and noted that, due to its two currency policy (US $ for
income, Euro for expenditures) ICA had lost about a
third of its spending capacity over the last years. The
AGM was satisfied with the measures taken by the
Executive Board (EB), including the draconian budget
cuts, to produce an acceptable loss as expected for 2005.
The meeting also accepted that as from the budget
for 2006 the Euro be the only currency, being that of
nearly all expenditure. This measure should overcome part of the problem. It was understood that the
Acting Treasurer would facilitate adequate solutions for members facing difficulties in meeting the
de facto higher fees for 2006 and 2007 which will
result from conversion from the US $ to the Euro.
Members of the AGM were grateful to those who had
assisted in solving the short term financial difficulties
posed to ICA due to the exchange rate of the US $
against the Euro, as well as to the members who agreed
to a voluntary increase in membership fees.

Flash
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Records and Archives
in a Global Age
The number of countries represented being higher than
usual, namely 74, the number of participants at this
CITRA,155 people, was not as great as in the last couple of
years. Is the state of the world economy taking its toll on
CITRA? Nonetheless, the setting for the conference was
excellent and the debates lively and constructive. Despite
problems caused by an early winter in Europe, most
speakers and participants managed to arrive in time for
the opening ceremony.

Opening
Festivities of
the Center for
Documentation
and Research
(CDR)
Abu Dhabi,
UAE

It was pointed out, that when ‘freedom of information
acts’ are introduced, as has recently been the case in a
number of countries, governments must be prepared
for the consequences. The burden of those consequences
often weighs heavily on the archival institutions, which
are seldom given the extra resources needed to live up
to the new and legal demands.

The full papers, as well as the resolutions, will be
published on ICA’s website and in Comma.

Increased financial constraints and requests for justification of membership in international organizations
is a common experience for many members in the present economic climate. Several members suggested that
ICA should consider payment of membership fees in
kind (services, e.g. translations) in cases when payment
in cash was not achievable.

The approved budget for 2006
(given below) is a conservative one which provoked
some discussion, focusing on the slight financial capacity for support of projects as proposed by members or
by branches or sections.

The Executive Board has been asked by the AGM to study
options for improving both ICA’s budgetary position and
giving more insight in the relationship between activities
and related expenditure; it also requested that budget
lines provided with a zero budget in 2006 would be composed of numbers of 5 figures, if not of 6, in the near
future! The AGM underscored the necessity of the Task
Force on Revenue Structures revisiting its report, in
view of comments and concerns expressed by several
members.
That a meaningful ICA would need a substantial increase
in revenues was agreed by all. Clearly solving the present financial difficulties may take more time than any
of us might wish.

771,000 EXPENDITURE

771,000

Dues and subscriptions A

550,000

Core Activities

761,000

Dues and subscriptions B, C, D

115,000

Governance

37,000

Subventions

50,000

Communications, Publications and Promotion 145,500

Income from publications

0

CITRA

51,000

Registration fees

30,000

Core Programme Activities and Priority Areas

82,000

Interest

1,000

To FIDA

0

Donations

0

Operational Costs

108,000

Sponsoring

0

Salaries and Related Costs

337,500

Various

0

Additional Activities

10,000

From FIDA

0

Transfer to Branches and Sections

10,000

From Reserves

25,000

Additional Programme Activities

0
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The second session
The Social Responsibility of Key Players in Globalization: Multinational and Intergovernmental/ International Non Governmental Organizations was enlightened by speakers with inside experience.

• INTEGRATING RECORDKEEPING IN AUSTRALIAN PERFORMANCE AUDITS,

Ross Gibbs, Director, National Archives of Australia and
Des Pearson, Auditor general, Western Australia.

• DEVELOPMENT OF A GLOBAL RECORDS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR AN INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT, Xiaomi An, Associate Professor, University

of China.

• RECORDS AND TRANSPARENCY, Sheikha Mai

Mohammed
Al Khalifa, Author and Researcher in History, Kingdom
of Bahrain

• DOCUMENTING SOCIETY. BUSINESS ARCHIVES, GLOBALIZATION,
RESPONSIBILITY, Hans Eyvind Naess, Chair of ICA Section

on Business and Labour Archives

• THE GLOBALIZATION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ECONOMY AND ITS
•

RECORDS AND ARCHIVES, Aida Luz Mendoza Navarro,

INCOME
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The first session
Archives a core asset for Good Governance and hence
for Development, chaired by Martine de Boisdeffre,
Director, Archives of France and Jussi Nuorteva, Director, National Archives, Finland had several speakers,
addressing the subject from different angles:

• TRANSPARENCY VERSUS CORRUPTION –.A POLICY FOR PROTECTING

2006 BUDGET (as approved by AGM 2005)
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the inspection of archives in ministries and government agencies (“archivists are not frightening, but
auditors are!” in the words of one commentator). In
Finland, an international committee is evaluating the
archives and their operations in relation to archival
legislation. None the less, the poorest countries are
too often those where governance is not as good,
where archives, like most of society, lack professional
and economic resources, and where fraud and corruption are frequently found.

IMPACT ON THE INFORMATION SOCIETY, David Logan, University of Southern California, US
DATA PRIVACY AND PROTECTION IN CORPORATIONS, Cheryl
Pederson, Corporate Records Policy Manager, Cargill,
Incorporated and ARMA International President, US
BUSINESS ARCHIVES. A MANAGEMENT TOOL, Didier Bondue,
Head of Records and Archives, Saint Gobain, and Olivier
de Boisboissel , Head of Records and Archives, SanofiAventis, France

Lawyer, Former Director of the National Archives, Peru

•

Comments from Elizabeth Longworth, Director, Information Society Division, UNESCO, Thomas A. Bernes,
Director of the IMF’s Independent Evaluation Office,
Jean-Wilfrid Bertrand, Director general, National Archives, Haïti, and discussion

• THE IMPACT OF GLOBAL LEGAL, REGULATORY AND SOCIETAL

All speakers agreed on the crucial role of archives and
good record-keeping to promote transparency and to
fight fraud and corruption in society. However, in an
ideal world, this is not enough: government must document its actions, be able to make decisions based on
comprehensive background material, create administratively professional and true personnel files and payrolls, extensive plans and records related to foreign
investments and so on. It must be possible, based on
well-structured archives, rich in content, to find out how
governments use their power.
The methods used vary in different countries and
continents. Australia has started a productive and fortunate cooperation with the government auditors in

TRENDS ON LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT OF CORPORATE RECORDS,

Elizabeth Adkins, Director of Global Information
Management, Ford Motor Company, US
The session was chaired by Andreas Kellerhals, Director,
Federal Archives, Switzerland and Karel Velle, Director,
Archives Générales du Royaume, Belgium.

Flash
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for exchanging useful information for disaster preparations and for the management for archives, using the
Internet as a tool for quick communication. The longterm goal is to create four centres of competence – this,
however, would require extensive funding from the EU.

Various complementary points of view were presented
on the theme of the social responsibilities of businesses
in the face of globalisation. The need for making business leaders aware of their responsibilities for preserving
their archives in a way by which the historical aspect is
given priority was stressed. Leadership should also be
made aware of the way in which businesses function as
a network of assets, in which the exterior contributions
are as important for understanding the business as is the
internal documentation.

In Iraq, efforts were concentrated on retrieving missing
documents and rare books,to try to replace those destroyed,
and to get back those which were seized by political parties, NGOs and ordinary people. Substantial help has arrived from abroad, but the problems are still enormous.

Illustrating those presentations of principles, representatives of two important multinational firms underlined
the crucial role of soliciting and preserving files close to
the users within the big multinational firms. In addition,
enterprises will have to guarantee the protection of the
information they store on clients, as well as on employees.
The latest legal developments as far as archives as concerned were addressed extensively.

Not only people, but also records suffered badly in the
tsunami catastrophe one year ago. In Indonesia, which
was very badly affected, successful international rescue
operations were launched by the National Archives
almost immediately. They have since been followed up
by training workshops and restoration projects.
Over the years, ICA has devoted a number of conferences to issues related to loss and retrieval of archives and
to records lost or damaged in man-made or natural disasters. It is now in the process of gathering and making
available relevant material and data in several languages.

The third session was divided into two parts.
The first part
A Challenge for the Future: Learning from Events of
Global Significance, was chaired by Charles Gibson,
Director, National Archives, Belize, with the following
presentations being made:
Albada, Secretary General, International Council on
Archives

The second part
Learning from and Keeping Track of Events of Global
Significance, chaired by Mitsuoki Kikuchi, President,
National Archives, Japan, presented options for preserving relevant data and making them available for
ongoing use :

• RECOVERING FROM THE TSUNAMI : THE CONSEQUENCES FOR

• A NEW STRATEGY FOR RECOVERY. SHARED SOLUTIONS FOR

• LESSONS FROM THE PAST, LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE ?, Joan van
RECORDKEEPING, Djoko Utomo, Director General, National

Archives, Indonesia

• RECORDS AND ARCHIVES RECOVERY IN IRAQ, Saad Eskander,
Director General, National Library and Archives, Iraq

• DISASTER PREVENTION AS A COMMON TASK, RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION REPORT ON ARCHIVES, Hartmut Weber,

President, Bundesarchiv, Germany
This part was concerned with the theme of learning from
“events of global significance” – what is usually called
‘disaster prevention’ and ‘disaster planning’. Such disasters as the Tsunami, the war in Iraq and the flooding
in Europe were discussed in presentations by archival
directors from the regions and countries affected.
It was stressed that disaster planning and prevention
must be seen with a long-term view : proper archival
repositories, with well-functioning and up-to-date
action and rescue plans which can be implemented
immediately, but also incorporating close cooperation
between archival institutions and archivists for the protection and rescue of archives if and when the unfortunate happens. After the extensive flooding in East
and Central Europe a couple of years ago, a plan was
launched for the establishment of a European network
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•

SECURITY COPIES, Anas M. Haddad, Head of Content Division, Omnix, United Arab Emirates
ARCHIVING WEB SITES – THE AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE, Ross
Gibbs, Director, National Archives of Australia

Both presentations addressed a subject that should be
revisited regularly, since circumstances and systems
beyond our influence will also affect the profession in
the foreseeable future.

Call for Candidates
for seat on

CITRA
bureau

The Annual General
Meeting accepted, after
intense discussion, given
the pressure of time the
proposal of the Executive
Board to allow co-optation
by the EB of a candidate
for the remaining vacancy
on the CITRA bureau of
a member representing
Africa and the Arab
region. It was decided
that the CITRA-bureau
would be mandated to
present its preferred
candidate from among
nominations to be received,
for appointment by the
Executive Board in its 2006
May meeting.
Shows of interest are
welcome and should be
sent to the Election Officer, c/o ICA Secretariat
(e-mail: elections@ica.org
or fax + 33 1 42 72 20 65).
Closing date for nominations will be 31 March
2006. So far two members
have already presented
their interests.

Abdulla El Reyes,
Vice-President
for Marketing
and Promotion

Rescuing
There is now an agreed,
prioritised list of needs
for the protection and
rehabilitation of the
Iraqi National Library
and Archives, university libraries and the
public library service.
Needs range from developing a vision for the
future of each cultural
institution and modernising relevant legislation,
to repairing, equipping
and constructing buildings and providing
training for staff. Also
included is the provision
of IT, as well as the
reconstitution of collections. It is intended that
prioritisation should be
flexible enough to
respond appropriately to
the changing situation.
Projects which meet
the objectives are being
defined within the overall
plan and will commence
as funding is identified.
ICA, for example, is now
assisting the National
Archives of Iraq, UNESCO
and the National Archives
of the UK, and potential
partners, in the preparation of a two week seminar
for Iraqi archivists to be
held in spring 2006 in
Amman to meet some of
the identified professional
development objectives.

the Cultural Heritage in Iraq

At its 2nd Plenary
Session in Paris,
22-23 June 2005,
the International Coordination Committee for
the Safeguarding of
the Cultural Heritage
of Iraq (ICC) endorsed
this work of the SubCommittee for Libraries
and Archives and recommended UNESCO and
other agencies to assist
the Iraqi government
in implementing the
recommendations
produced by the SubCommittee at its meeting
in May in Amman.
Iraqi representatives
of libraries and archives
from the Ministries of
Culture, Higher Education, Public Works and
Municipalities, representatives of international
organizations, ICA and
IFLA, and of an Italian
NGO, “Un Ponte Per”,
participated in the
Amman meeting.
The 14 members assessed
the conditions of libraries
and archives in Iraq and
public and university
libraries around the
country to coordinate
activities and efforts,
assisting the Iraqi authorities in the defining an
overall programme for
libraries and archives.
Both generic and sector
specific needs were identified and prioritized.

Flash

Within 3 days following
the fire of April 2003,
the National Archives
lost about 60% of its
collections. The building
sustained considerable
structural damage, about
99% of equipment and
furniture were written off
and there were no basic
utilities. Despite all this,
the National Library and
Archives resumed its
work and activities in late
2003 and has made
remarkable progress
since. It is now for the
world community to
assist in the monumental
task that still confronts
our colleagues in Iraq.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

ISAD (G): SAFON
RYNGWLADOL GYFFREDINOL
AR GYFER DISGRIFIO
ARCHIFOL, AIL ARGRAFFIAD
The Standard ISAD (G), 2nd
Edition in Welsh translation
ISBN/ISSN: 2-9521932-4-X
Available online
www.ica.org/biblio.php
The ISAD(G) is also
published in Romanian
in the bulletin of Archival
Information and Documentation of the National
Archives of Romania, 2004.
129 pages, ISSN 1221-3195
Contact :
arhnat@mai.gov.ro
ELECTRONIC RECORDS: A
WORKBOOK FOR ARCHIVISTS
(ICA STUDY 16) is now
available in Portuguese
“Documentos de Arquivo
Electrónicos: Manual para
Arquivistas (Estudo n° 16
do ICA)” and Japanese
Available online
www.ica.org/biblio.php
The VNIIDAD-EURASICA
Newsletter no.2 2005
The second issue for 2005
of the bulletin of the AllRussian Archival Science
and Records Management
Research Institute (VNIIDAD), is available online,
in Russian, with table
of contents in English.
Available online
www.ica.org/biblio.php
Contact :
mail@vniidad.ru
www.vniidad.ru
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OS ARQUIVOS DAS ONG,
UMA MEMÓRIA A PARTILHAR.
GUIA PRÁTICO EM 60
PERGUNTAS
Translation into Portuguese
of the Practical Guide
written by Armelle Le Goff
(Paris, ICA, 2004, French).
Portuguese translation by
Pedro Penteado and Teresa
Meneses, Instituto dos
Arquivos Nacionais/Torre
do Tombo and Elsa
Andringa and Alfredo
Caldeira, Fundação
Mário Soares.
36 pages.
ISBN 972-8107-86-2
Available online
www.ica.org/biblio.php
CARBICA Newsletter, N°
7 – August 2005
The CARBICA Newsletter
is edited by Nolda RömerKenepa, Dominique Taffin,
Victoria Borg O’Flaherty
and Helena Leonce.
The newsletter contains
information on some of the
major events in CARBICA’s
calendar in 2005
Available online :
http://www.carbica.com/
index_eng.htm

ARCHIVAL BUILDINGS IN
LOW INCOME COUNTRIES
AND TROPICAL CLIMATES /
EDIFICIOS DE ARCHIVOS EN
CLIMA TROPICAL Y BAJOS
RECURSOS (bilingual)
This manual is the result of
the contributions made by
renown specialists in the
archival field, representatives of various countries,
and members of Latin
American Association of
Archives (ALA).
This manual proposes basic
recommendations to build
or adapt archival buildings,
particularly when they
contain documental
holdings of permanent
value that represent
the documental patrimony
of a nation, region,
or municipality.
This publication is also
available in French/Spanish
“Les bâtiments d’archives
dans les pays à climat
tropical et à ressources
limitées / Edificios de
Archivos en climat tropical
y bajos recursos.
2005, ISBN 958-97666-7-6
Contact :
ancost@ice.co.cr

ARCHIVES AND RECORDKEEPING – A how-to Guide
for Congregations and
Conferences
This how-to guide contains
the core tools for those keeping records at the congregational level. 56 pages
Contact :
msantiag@unitedchurch.ca
More detail and additional
regional samples are available online at
http://www.unitedchurch.ca/archives
METADATA IN
PRESERVATION
Selected papers from an
ERPANET Seminar at the
Archives School Marburg,
3-5 September 2003.
Frank M. Bischoff, Hans
Hofman, Seamus Ross
(Hrsg.), Veröffentlichungen
der Archivschule Marburg.
259 pages.
ISBN 3-923833-77-6. 23,80 ¤
Contact : Frank M. Bischoff,
Leiter der Archivschule
Marburg,
archivschule@
staff.uni-marburg.de
PARBICA Panorama,
2005 – 2-3
The PARBICA newsletter
is edited by John Cotton
Wright. The newsletters
contain information on
some of the major events in
PARBICA’s calendar in 2005.
Contact :
pono@hawaii411.com

